IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
READ & SAVE

NOTE: FOR HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY. NOT INTENDED FOR COMMERCIAL USE.
Important Safeguards

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS

Read this manual thoroughly before first use, even if you are familiar with this type of product. The safety precautions enclosed herein reduce the risk of fire, electric shock and injury when correctly adhered to. Keep the manual in a safe place for future reference, along with the completed warranty card, purchase receipt and carton. If applicable, pass these instructions on to the next owner of the appliance. Always follow basic safety precautions and accident prevention measures when using an electrical appliance, including the following:

Electrical safety and cord handling

- Make sure your outlet voltage and circuit frequency correspond to the voltage stated on the appliance rating label. If this is not the case, contact our support line (1-844-455-3474) and do not use the refrigerator.
- Do not use any other appliance at the same time on the same electrical circuit as it may overload the circuit and blow the fuse or circuit breaker.
- To protect against fire and electric shock, do not immerse the cord, plug, power base, or the body of the fridge in water or other liquid. Do not expose the electrical connections to water.
- The cord should be run in such a way that there will be no risk of anyone pulling it inadvertently or tripping over it.
- Do not kink, bend, squash, strain, or damage the power cord and protect it from sharp edges and heat.
- Grip the plug when disconnecting, do not pull the cord.
- Do not let the cord hang over the edge of a table or bench top. Do not let it touch hot surfaces.
- Do not pick up or operate the appliance if the power supply cord or plug is damaged, if it malfunctions, or if it has been dropped or damaged in any way.
- In a case of damage or malfunction, contact our support line for advice.
- A damaged cord or plug must be replaced by the manufacturer or a qualified technician to avoid any hazards.
- Make sure all electrical connections are clean and dry before switching on.
- Do not use this appliance in conjunction with an extension cord.
- Unplug the appliance from the power outlet when not in use and before cleaning, servicing, maintenance or moving the appliance.
- This appliance is not intended to be operated by means of an external timer or separate remote-control system.

Usage conditions and restrictions

- This appliance is intended for domestic use only.
- This product is not intended for commercial use. Do not use it outdoors.
- Only use this refrigerator as described in this manual. Any other use is not recommended and may cause fire, electric shock or injury.
Disposal of old appliances

Be sure to make any locks unusable, remove any door(s) and discard separately. Warning --chemical hazard: do not allow children to play with the old appliance. Contact your local authority for disposal procedures.

Before disposing of an old appliance, please make sure it is switched off and safe. Unplug the appliance and break any locks to avoid children becoming trapped. Please note: the refrigeration system contains gas and refrigerants which require specialized waste disposal. Ensure vulnerable materials in the refrigerator are not damaged prior to disposal. You can contribute to environment awareness by insisting on an appropriate non-polluting method of disposal.

Disposal of packaging

Do not allow children to play with the packaging and dispose of plastic bags safely. The cardboard may be broken or cut into smaller pieces and recycled. Any plastic coverings are made of polyethylene. The polyethylene pads and padding contain no fluorochloric hydrocarbons, and as such are most suitable for adequate recycling.

WARNING!

Risk of child entrapment. Before you throw away your old appliance:
- Take off the doors.
- Leave the shelves in place so that children may not easily climb inside.
- Cut the connection cable (as close to the appliance as you can).
- If the appliance you are replacing features a spring lock (latch) on the door or lid, be sure to make that spring lock unusable before you discard the old appliance.

- Improper installation and the use of accessories not recommended by the manufacturer may result in fire, electric shock or personal injury and will invalidate your warranty.
- We assume no responsibility for any eventual damages caused by improper or faulty use.
- This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliances by a person responsible for their safety.
- Children should be supervised to ensure they do not play with the appliance.
- Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near children.
- Do not use chemical, steel wool or abrasive cleaners to clean the outside of the unit, as these will scratch the metal surface.
- Do not operate the unit near liquids (kitchen sink, water basins, taps etc.).
- Ensure that all the parts are correctly assembled before operation.
- Maintain the appliance in accordance with the instructions to ensure that it functions properly.
- If there is a product malfunction, or if it has been damaged in any way, call the support line for assistance.
- Immediately unplug the appliance if fire or smoke is emitted.
- Place the product on a straight, rigid and stable surface, away from sources of direct sunlight or excessive heat.
- Do not place the product near heat sources such as radiators, heat registers, stoves or other appliances that produce heat.
- Do not place the product near other items that may damage it, such as naked flame sources (lit candles) or objects containing water (a vase or fish bowl).
- Take care that no objects fall, and no liquids are spilled into any openings.

WARNING!

Prevent overheating: Place the product in a sufficiently aerated place. Ensure that air can circulate freely around the back of the refrigerator. To ensure best performance, leave a distance about 100mm to all sides of the fridge.
- This is appliance features a short power cord to reduce the risk of being entangled, and to reduce the risk of tripping. An extension cord or longer detachable cord is not recommended for use with this product.
- There are no user-serviceable parts inside. Do not attempt to service this product. Please call our support line for instructions.

FLAMMABLE ---REFRIGERANT GASWARNINGS

Danger! Risk of fire or explosion. Flammable refrigerator used. To be repaired only by trained service personnel. Do not puncture refrigerant tubing.
Safety information

Caution! Risk of fire or explosion. Flammable refrigerant used. Consult with a service technician and owner's guide before attempting to service this product. All safety precautions must be followed.

Caution! Risk of fire or explosion. Dispose of refrigerator in accordance with federal or local regulations. Flammable refrigerant used.

Caution! Risk of fire or explosion if refrigerant tubing is punctured; follow handling instructions carefully. Flammable refrigerant used.

The refrigerant isobutane (R600a) is contained within the refrigerant circuit of the appliance, a gas with a high level of environmental compatibility, but is nevertheless flammable. During transportation and installation of the appliance, ensure that none of the components of the refrigerant circuit become damaged.

WARNING: Do not damage the refrigerant circuit! Never use an appliance with a damaged refrigerant circuit! If the refrigerant circuit becomes damaged, avoid proximity to open fires and all types of heat and ignition sources. Thoroughly ventilate the room in which the appliance is located.

It is hazardous for anyone other than an authorized service person to service this appliance.

General safety

WARNING!

Do not use other electrical appliances (such as ice makers) inside of refrigerating appliances, unless they are approved for this purpose by the manufacture.

Do not pour water over the appliance.

The cavity should be cleaned periodically using a solution of bicarbonate of soda and lukewarm water (5ml to 0.5 liter of water).

Clean the accessories separately with soap and water. Do not put them in the dishwasher.

Do not use abrasive products, detergents or soaps.

After washing, rinse with clean water and dry carefully.

When you have finished cleaning, reconnect the plug with dry hands.

Maintenance & Cleaning

Disconnect the appliance from the power supply before cleaning.

Internal cleaning

• Do not pour water over the appliance.
• The cavity should be cleaned periodically using a solution of bicarbonate of soda and lukewarm water (5ml to 0.5 liter of water).
• Clean the accessories separately with soap and water. Do not put them in the dishwasher.
• Do not use abrasive products, detergents or soaps.
• After washing, rinse with clean water and dry carefully.
• When you have finished cleaning, reconnect the plug with dry hands.

External cleaning

• Wash the outer cabinet with warm soapy water. Do NOT use abrasive products.
• There are sharp edges on the underside of the product so care should be taken when cleaning.
• Once or twice a year dust the rear of the appliance and the compressor at the back of the appliance, with a brush or vacuum cleaner, as an accumulation of dust will affect the performance of the appliance and cause increased energy consumption.

WARNING!

• Never clean the unit with an abrasive, acid, oil or solvent based cleaning agent, or with abrasive pads or scourers. Never use flammable fluids or sprays for cleaning as the fumes from these substances can create a fire hazard or explosion.
• Never clean the appliance with a steam cleaner. Moisture could accumulate in the electrical components, danger of electric shock! Hot vapors can lead to the damage of plastic parts.
• The appliance must be completely dry before it is placed back in to service.
• Ethereal oils and organic solvents can attack plastic parts, e.g. lemon juice or the juice from orange peel, or cleansers that contain acetic acid. Do not allow such substances to contact appliance parts.

Going away?

• Short vacation: Leave the fridge operating during vacations of less than a month.
• Long vacation: If you are not going to use the fridge for longer periods, remove all food and unplug the power cord. Clean and dry the interior thoroughly. To prevent odor and mold growth, leave the door open slightly, blocking it open, if necessary. (Restrict children's access to the room with the open fridge to avoid creating a child entrapment risk.)

Moving the fridge?

• Unplug the fridge and remove all food from inside. Securely tape down the drawer and shelves and tape the door shut. Turn the leveling legs up to base to avoid damage.
• CAUTION: Never pick up the refrigerator by the door.
• Protect the outside of the unit with a blanket or similar soft material and make sure the fridge stays secure in the upright position during transportation.
WARNING!
- This appliance is heavy. Care should be taken when moving it. To avoid back or other injury, consider a two person lift or mechanical aid when installing it. Failure to do so can result in back or other injury.
- Avoid prolonged exposure of the appliance to direct sunlight.
- This appliance is intended to be used in household only.

WARNING!
- Any electrical components (plug, power cord, compressor etc.) must be replaced by a certified service agent or qualified service personnel.
- DO NOT USE AN EXTENSION CORD. Use an exclusive wall outlet. Do not connect your refrigerator to extension cords or in an outlet used by any other appliance.
- Make sure that the power plug is not squashed or damaged by the back of the appliance. A squashed or damaged power plug may overheat and cause a fire.

Safety information
- Adequate air circulation should be around the appliance, lacking this leads to overheating. To achieve sufficient ventilation, follow the instructions relevant to installation.
- Make sure that the mains plug is accessible after the installation of the appliance.

Problem | Solution
---|---
Unusual noise | Check that the appliance is no a flat, level surface and is stable.
| Check the spacing around the appliance and ensure it is not touching other items.
| Bubbling and gurgling sound: This noise is emitted as the refrigerant fluid flows through the pipes within the system. This is normal.
| Water flowing sound: This is the normal sound of water flowing into the drain trough during the defrosting process.
| If the appliance is operating noisily (compressor noise): This is normal. This noise indicates that the compressor is operating normally. As the compressor is being energized, it might run a bit more noisily for a brief period.
| Contraction and expansion of the inside walls may cause popping and cracking noises.
The fridge door will not open | If the door has just been opened, leave it for a few minutes to allow the air pressure to equalize before trying again.
The compressor runs continuously | The temperature is set too cold: select a lower (warmer) setting.
| The door is open, or something is obstructing proper door closure.
| The door gaskets are worn, dirty or damaged.
| Large quantities of food have been added to the fridge.
| The room temperature is hotter than usual.
The external fridge surface is warm | The exterior walls can be warmer than room temperature. This is normal while the compressor works to transfer heat from inside the fridge cabinet.

Before first use and before connecting the unit to the power source, let it stand upright for approximately 24 hours. This will reduce the possibility of a malfunction in the cooling system from handing during transportation.

Safety information
- Do not put hot food in the appliance.
- Store pre-packed food in accordance with the food manufactures instructions.
- WARNING! Do not use mechanical devices or other means to accelerate the defrosting process. Never use a sharp or metal instrument to remove frost or clean the appliance. Use a plastic scraper if necessary.
- Appliance storage recommendations should be strictly adhered to. Refer to relevant instructions.
- If the refrigerator is unplugged, turned off or has lost power, you must wait 3 to 5 minutes before restarting the unit. If you attempt to restart before this time delay, the refrigerator will not start.
### Parts list

- **INTERIOR LAMP**
- **ADJUSTABLE THERMOSTAT**
- **FREEZER ROOM**
- **WINE SHELF**
- **ADJUSTABLE SHELVES**
- **DOOR SHELVES**
- **METAL RETAINERS WIRE**
- **SALAD DRAWER CRISP**
- **HINGE**
- **FEET ADJUSTABLE**

### Trouble shooting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **The fridge doesn't work** | Check that the appliance is switched on.  
Check that there has not been a power outage.  
Check that the plug is not faulty.  
Check that the fuse has not blown.  
Check that the voltage is correct for the appliance.  
Are there any faults with the socket? Test the plug of your appliance by connecting it to a socket which you are sure is working. |
| **The temperature inside the appliance is not cold enough** | Check that there is not too much food in the appliance.  
Check that the thermostat is set to a suitable temperature.  
Check that the appliance is not placed in direct sunlight, or too near to a heating source.  
Check that the ambient temperature is within the operation limits of the appliance.  
Are the doors of the appliance opened frequently? Once the door is opened, the humidity in the air of the room enters the appliance, especially if the humidity levels in the room are very high. The more frequently the door is opened in humid conditions the more chance of the build-up of moisture.  
The door is not closed completely.  
The door gasket does not seal properly.  
The fridge does not have the correct clearances at the sides/back. |
| **The temperature within the appliance is too cold** | Increase the working temperature by adjusting the thermostat to a lower setting. The highest setting should only be used as a rapid cool setting and should only be set 2 hours before a large amount of the food is placed in the fridge. If this is not done the temperature in the fridge compartment could fall below 0°C as the compressor will run continuously. |
| **Moisture forms on the inside or outside walls of the fridge** | Hot and humid weather increases the internal rate of frost build-up. This is normal.  
Open the door less often and make sure it is always properly closed. |
| **The out surfaces of the appliance are wet** | Condensation will form on the outside of the cooler if it operates in moist areas, simply wipe it dry. |
| **Smell/ odor** | Check all the food and drink that is in the fridge is in date and correctly packaged. If it isn’t then it should be removed immediately or repackaged. Check for spillages on each shelf, rack and drawer. You may need to remove the drawers to check that no spillages have settled underneath them. Spillages that have not been cleaned and have been left can cause smells and unwanted odors. |
| **The doors do not close properly** | Ensure there are no obstructions preventing door closure.  
Check the door compartments and shelves are correctly in place.  
Check the door seal is not warped or torn.  
Check the appliance is level. |
Getting Started
Unpacking
- This product has been packaged to protect it against transportation damage. Remove all packaging materials from around and inside the appliance, but do not remove any foam insulation surrounding the pipes at the back. Keep the original packaging carton and materials in the safe place; it will help prevent any damage if the product needs to be transported in the future, and you can use it to store the appliance when it is not in use. If the carton is to be disposed of, please recycle all packaging materials where possible.
- Plastic wrapping can be a suffocation hazard for babies and young children, so ensure all packaging materials are out of their reach and disposed of safely.
- Parts: Check to ensure you have all the parts pictured on the previous page spread.
- Unwind the power cord to its full length and inspect it for damage. Do not use the appliance if the appliance or its cord have been damaged or are not working properly. In case of damage, contact our support line (1-844-455-3474) for advice on examination, repair or return of the damaged product.
- Make sure the refrigerator is disconnected from the power supply before cleaning the interior surfaces and all internal accessories with lukewarm water, a soft cloth and a neutral/mild soap/detergent. This will remove any dust from transit and storage and help remove the typical smell of a brand-new product. Then dry thoroughly. Important: do not use harsh or abrasive detergents or powders as these will damage the finish.

Door handle installation
The door handle comes unattached due to packaging restrictions. It is easily attached following the instructions below.
- Fix the two screws (1) on the door.
- Put the metal handle (2) into the two fixed screws, match the two holes on the handle.
- Fasten the lower two screws (3) on the handle lower.

Food storage
- The refrigerator compartment is suitable for short-term storage of fresh food. The temperature inside varies depending on the amount of food stored, the ambient temperature and the frequency of door opening. Adjust the thermostat accordingly.
- In order to maintain good cooling efficiency and save energy, we recommend you do not open the door for too long or too often. Do not overload the fridge, and keep enough space around items for cold air flow. Do not block ventilation openings.
- The walls of the fridge are equipped with a series of runners so that the shelves can be positioned to suit individual storage requirements.
- In order to keep fruit and vegetables fresh in the salad drawer, make sure they are properly packaged and the cover sits firmly on top of the salad drawer.
- 5 wine bottles can be stored conveniently in the wine rack.

Energy saving tips
- Place the fridge in the coolest area of the room, away from heat-producing appliances and out of direct sunlight.
- Let heated food and beverages cool to room temperature before placing them into the fridge.
- Do not overload the fridge as it forces the compressor to run longer.
- Wrap foods properly and wipe containers dry before placing them in the fridge. This cuts down on frost build-up inside the fridge.
- Do not line any fridge storage bin with aluminum foil, wax paper or paper towels. Liners interfere with cold air circulation, reducing cooling efficiency.
- Position food so that air can circulate freely around it.
- Do not leave the fridge door open for longer than required.
- Make sure no food touches the back of the compartment.
- Don’t set the thermostat on exceeding cold temperatures.
Installing the refrigerator

- Before installing your new fridge, read all safety instructions in this manual, then follow the instructions below.
- Place the fridge on the sturdy, level floor for quieter operation. Ensure that the floor is strong enough to support the fridge when it is fully loaded.
- If the refrigerator is to be placed on carpet, support it with a wooden board underneath. Be aware that placing the refrigerator on carpet may mean that heat from the compressor may cause the carpet to fade.
- This appliance is designed to be freestanding only and should not be recessed or built in.
- Do not tilt the fridge more than 45° from upright when moving it.
- Avoid areas where the appliance would be exposed to direct sunlight, sources of heat (stove, heater, radiator, etc.), extreme cold ambient temperatures or excessive moisture and high humidity. Installing it in the coolest area of the room will save energy consumption and running cost.

WARNING!

- Handle with care! Do not apply force to any part such as the condenser or door. The metal rails on the bottom underneath of this refrigerator may have sharp edges, so always unpack and handle with care. Do not drag the unit: place it carefully in position to avoid scratching the floor.

Space requirements

- Place the unit so there is enough space for the door to open.
- Ensure that air can circulate freely around the back of the cabinet, which is necessary to cool the compressor and condenser. Allow at least 100mm clear space at the back and 50mm at the sides of the unit.

Levelling

- The appliance must be installed level to work properly. If the unit is not level, the door and magnetic seal alignments will not be covered properly.
- To level the unit, adjust one or both leveling feet at the base of the unit.

Mechanical Controller

The mechanical thermostat temperature control and the LIGHT on/off switch is located at below places:

Setting the Temperature Control:

- To start the refrigerator, turn the temperature control to the position corresponding to the desired cooling. The temperature of the refrigerator is controlled by adjusting/setting the thermostat control knob, located on the top in the cabinet.
- The settings 0(OFF) - 7(MAX) regulate the interior temperature of the refrigerator.
  Setting 0(OFF) = not operating (Please press the knob and turn to get the "0" position)
  Setting 1(MIN) = lowest setting (warmest internal temperature)
  Setting 7(MAX) = Highest setting (Coldest internal temperature)

NOTE: The refrigerator temperature will vary depending on the quantity of cans/bottles stored and on the frequency with which the door is opened. The internal temperature varies in different parts of the refrigerator the back of the refrigerators is coldest. Please keep the cans/bottles away from rear wall to avoid freezing the bottles and to allow the circulation of cold air.

NOTE: Thermostat 0(OFF) position indicates the refrigerator is turned off although power is still being supplied. By turning the thermostat dial to the left, the refrigerator will turn on automatically. When the refrigerator is not to be used for an extended period, disconnect the plug and leave the door partially open.

Defrosting

The surface of the evaporator ices up when the Refrigerator is working. This is an entirely normal part of operation. If the frost layer is more than 3mm/1/8" thick, the Refrigerator must be defrosted and cleaned to avoid unnecessary energy consumption and inefficient operation.
- Remove all items inside and unplug the Refrigerator.
- After defrosting, clean the refrigerator and allow it to dry.
- Reconnect to the mains supply to run the refrigerator.

Replacing the Bulb

If the bulb is suddenly faulty, contact an authorized professional, do not service by yourself.
Warranty Information

Your appliance is covered by a one-year limited warranty. For one year from your original date of delivery, Chambers® will repair or replace any parts of this appliance that prove to be defective in materials or workmanship when such appliance is installed, used, and maintained in accordance with the provided instructions.

Furthermore, the sealed refrigeration system (compressor, condenser, etc.) of your appliance is covered by a (1) one-year limited warranty.

THIS WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER THE FOLLOWING:

• Product with original serial numbers that have been removed altered or cannot be readily determined.

• Product that has been removed outside of The United States or Canada.

• Rust on the interior or exterior of the unit.

• Food loss due to freezer failure.

• Products used commercially.

• Service calls which do not involve malfunction or defects in materials or workmanship, or for appliances not in ordinary household use or used other than in accordance with the provided instructions.

• Expenses for making the appliance accessible for servicing, such as removal of trim, cupboards, shelves, etc., which are not a part of the appliance.

• Service Calls to repair or replace appliance consumables, or knobs, handles, or other cosmetic parts.

• Pickup and delivery costs; your appliance will be repaired at home.

• Damages to the finish of appliance or home incurred during transportation or installation, including but not limited to floors, cabinets, walls, etc.

• Damages caused by: services performed by unauthorized Service Centers; use of parts other than genuine parts or parts obtained from persons other than authorized Service Centers; or external causes such as abuse, misuse, inadequate power supply, accidents, fires, or acts of God.

DISCLAIMER OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES; LIMITATION OF REMEDIES

THE CUSTOMER'S SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY UNDER THIS LIMITED WARRANTY SHALL BE REPAIR OR REPLACEMENTS AS PROVIDED HERE. CLAIMS BASED ON IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE LIMITED TO ONE YEAR OR THE SHORTEST PERIOD ALLOWED BY LAW, EXCEPT THOSE LESS THAN ONE YEAR.

Chambers® SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES SUCH AS PROPERTY DAMAGE AND INCIDENTAL EXPENSES RESULTING FROM ANY BREACH OF THIS WRITTEN LIMITED WARRANTY OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY. SOME PROVINCES AND STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR LIMITATIONS ON THE DURATION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO THESE LIMITATIONS OR EXCLUSIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WRITTEN WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS. YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS THAT VARY FROM PROVINCE TO PROVINCE.
Contact Information

Call Chambers®: 1-844-455-3474
Email Chambers: chambers@jakag.com
Visit Our Website: www.chambers-appliances.com